Follow in the footsteps of the ‘Walking English Man’...
BOLTON BY BOWLAND, SAWLEY ABBEY,
GISBURN BRIDGE & BOLTON PARK
This walk begins 11.9 Miles from the doorstep of the Waddington Arms.
Lush Lancashire countryside to ancient sites and deceiving follies, this walk is
full of interest throughout the whole adventure and at the end, you can enjoy
a well deserved hearty meal by the fire at Waddington Arms - perfect!
Walking route kindly provided by www.walkingenglishman.com

START: Bolton by Bowland

DISTANCE: 10.7 miles (17.3 km)

CLIMBING: 296 metres

GRID REF: SD784493

TIME: 4-5 hours

RATING: Hard

I began the quest by crossing Skirden Bridge
at the west end of the village and after doing
so I followed a bridleway south to Bobbin
Plantation from where I left the bridleway and
crossed fields in a due south direction in the
general direction of Sawley. I walked across
fields running beside Skirden Beck on its
course into the Ribble.

Field reduced in size by floods

When I reached the end of Skirden Beck at
the point it flowed into the River Ribble the
first glint of sunshine came through. I walked
across a large open field towards Sawley.
I reached Sawley bridge and walked into
Sawley village by crossing it. I walked through
the village, first along the long riverside street
and then as I rounded the corner by the
Spread Eagle in order to visit Sawley Abbey, a
Cistercian abbey founded in 1148 and subject
to Henry VIII’s dissolution in 1536.
I left Sawley by returning to the riverside by
the Spread Eagle and then walking north
east on the Ribble Way to Dockber. This mile
of walking was the most significant climb
of the whole walk as I made eighty metres
of ascent in a mile of walking but it was
hardly noticeable. The climb did give me the
best views of the day though. To the south
I could see Pendle Hill trying to pop out of
the remaining cloud and to the north I could
see across to fells of the Forest of Bowland.
After passing Dockber Farm I spotted a huge
number 7 in the near distance.
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I reached Sawley bridge and walked into Sawley
village by crossing it. I walked through the village,
first along the long riverside street and then as I
rounded the corner by the Spread Eagle in order
to visit Sawley Abbey, a Cistercian abbey founded
in 1148 and subject to Henry VIII’s dissolution in
1536.
River Wy near Sawley

I left Sawley by returning to the riverside by the
Spread Eagle and then walking north east on
the Ribble Way to Dockber. This mile of walking
was the most significant climb of the whole walk
as I made eighty metres of ascent in a mile of
walking but it was hardly noticeable. The climb
did give me the best views of the day though. To
the south I could see Pendle Hill trying to pop out
of the remaining cloud and to the north I could
see across to fells of the Forest of Bowland. After
passing Dockber Farm I spotted a huge number 7
in the near distance.
I reached the number 7, an iron structure
supported by stays. Nearly was a sword in a stone
and near to that a stone circle. Not an ancient
one but a recent structure. I looked around and
in a small copse nearby I found a village built of
wooden structures including a church, several
shops including a barbers, a hotel and a bar. I
followed fields and paths through tree avenues to
Huggan Ings and then to Gisburn Cotes.
At Gisburn Cotes I crossed a railway bridge over
the Ribble Valley Line which used to run from
Manchester to Hellifield to link with the Settle
to Carlisle railway. I crossed the railway not once
but twice, returning to the north side of the line
which took me on a course to Steep Wood. The
description was apt, I made very careful steps as I
descended 40 metres through the steep wood to
the banks of the River Ribble.
As it had been at the point Skirden Beck
flowed into the river and as in Sawley the river
was rushing along at quite a pace near Steep
Wood. My course was east along the Ribble
Way, sometimes near to the river but mostly on
elevated ground to the south of the river. My
walk took me past New Laithe, Wheatley, Higher
Laithe and finally Coppice Farm before I reached
the Gisburn Road to Bolton by Bowland which
I followed to Gisburn Bridge. After crossing the
Ribble at the bridge I followed the road a little
more before leaving it at Park House.
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From Park House I crossed a field to Park House
Beck and after negotiating it by way of a lovely
footbridge I crossed a couple more fields to reach
Bolton Close Plantation which I chose as my lunch
stop. After enjoying a pretty long lunch in the
surroundings of the woodland I continued my
walk across lovely deep green fields which were
supplemented by new grass growth.
Plinth of Old Memorial Cross

A series of large spacious fields took me along to
Fooden Hall Farm and then I walked across more
to pass close beside a series of small woods, in
order and namely Low Wood, Grove Wood and
Rainsber Wood. The woods were shielding me
from the River Ribble just beyond them. After the
three woods were behind me I reached Bolton
Hall Farm which led me into Bolton Park. I was
drawn to a couple of points on the map, King
Henry’s Well and Cross (remains of).
I was reaching the end of my walk as I continued
down the drive of Bolton Hall to the village of
Bolton by Bowland As I approached I was drawn
to the lovely church of St Peter and St Paul’s.
From the church I continued through the village
at an amble as I did not want the walk to end
abruptly. I took time to visit the war memorial and
then the site of the old village cross and stocks.
During this exploration of the village I spotted the
old road sign and further research showed my
the reference to West Yorkshire has previously
been cut off - I am so pleased they restored it to
its original condition. Whether this walk was in
Yorkshire or Lancashire so what? The countryside
of both counties is special and I love it all. And for
the purposes of my new exploration I am so glad
this was officially my first Lancashire walk of 2014.
It is a beauty.
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